**EZ SHOT LEAK SEALANT MUST DO's**

1. **Check system pressure**
   - If over 60psi use a caulk gun to ensure easy application. If psi over 90, put system into a shallow vacuum to facilitate easy application.

2. **Expel any air in syringe prior to attaching hose**

3. **Do not over tighten hose valve to low pressure port** … but tighten sufficiently to ensure flow valve in hose end is engaged.

4. **When used at higher pressures** ….. it may be necessary to use a caulking gun to inject sealant into the system … particularly for 410a systems … or for R-22 systems running at full capacity.
   - When using a caulking gun it is important to center the syringe in the cradle of the caulking gun and to center the plunger of the syringe in the center of the caulking gun’s plunger. Always keep one hand resting on top of the syringe to ensure the syringe remains centered during the application process.

5. **Some sealant will remain in the hose after use. The syringe is deliberately over-filled to ensure a full 2oz dose is achieved.**

*** Sealant will not dispense from the hose unless the valve in the hose end is depressed